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The influence of the magnetic field on the
performance of an active magnetic regenerator
(AMR)
R. Bjørk and K. Engelbrecht

Abstract
The influence of the time variation of the magnetic field, termed the magnetic field profile, on the performance
of a magnetocaloric refrigeration device using the active magnetic regeneration (AMR) cycle is studied for a
number of process parameters for both a parallel plate and packed bed regenerator using a numerical model.
The cooling curve of the AMR is shown to be almost linear far from the Curie temperature of the magnetocaloric
material. It is shown that a magnetic field profile that is 10% of the cycle time out of sync with the flow profile
leads to a drop in both the maximum temperature span and the maximum cooling capacity of 20-40% for both
parallel plate and packed bed regenerators. The maximum cooling capacity is shown to depend very weakly
on the ramp rate of the magnetic field. Reducing the temporal width of the high field portion of the magnetic
field profile by 10% leads to a drop in maximum temperature span and maximum cooling capacity of 5-20%.
An increase of the magnetic field from 1 T to 1.5 T increases the maximum cooling capacity by 30-50% but the
maximum temperature span by only 20-30%. Finally, it was seen that the influence of changing the magnetic
field was more or less the same for the different regenerator geometries and operating parameters studied here.
This means that the design of the magnet can be done independently of the regenerator geometry.
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*Corresponding author: rabj@dtu.dk

1. Introduction

Magnetic refrigeration is an evolving cooling technology that
has the potential for high energy efficiency using environ-
mentally friendly refrigerants. Refrigeration is generated by
utilizing the magnetocaloric effect (MCE), which is the tem-
perature change that most magnetic materials exhibit when
subjected to a changing magnetic field. This temperature
change is called the adiabatic temperature change, ∆Tad, and
is a function of temperature and magnetic field. The tem-
perature change is greatest near the Curie temperature, Tc,
which varies with the magnetocaloric material [Pecharsky
and Gschneidner Jr, 2006]. Because the MCE in the best
magnetocaloric materials currently available exhibit a temper-
ature change of no more than 4 K in a magnetic field of 1 T
[Dan’kov et al., 1998], a magnetic refrigeration device must
utilize a regenerative process to produce a large enough tem-
perature span to be useful for refrigeration purposes. The most
utilized process for this is called active magnetic regeneration
(AMR) [Barclay, 1982].

A great number of magnetic refrigeration test devices have
been built and examined in some detail, with focus on the pro-
duced temperature span and cooling power of the devices
[Barclay, 1988; Yu et al., 2003; Gschneidner and Pecharsky,
2008]. Detailed and extensive investigations of the AMR
process using numerical modeling have previously been pub-

lished [Hu and Xiao, 1995; Engelbrecht et al., 2005a,b; Allab
et al., 2005; Siddikov et al., 2005; Shir et al., 2005; Petersen
et al., 2008b; Nielsen et al., 2009], but so far little focus
has been put into investigating how the properties and time
variation of the magnetic field influence the theoretical per-
formance of the AMR cycle. Here, a generic magnetic field
that varies as a function of time during the AMR cycle is
used to investigate the influence of the magnetic field on the
performance of the AMR process. This time varying profile
is called the magnetic field profile.

1.1 The AMR process
In the AMR process a heat transfer fluid and a magnetocaloric
material (MCM), acting as a regenerator, are used to build
up a temperature gradient that can be much larger than the
adiabatic temperature change produced by the magnetocaloric
material. The regenerator consists of a porous matrix of a
solid magnetocaloric material through which a non-magnetic
fluid can flow. This fluid transfers heat (positive or negative)
to the solid material and through a movement of the fluid,
by a piston or a pump, it is moved to heat exchangers in
a cooled space or in contact with the environment. Most
AMR devices either have a packed bed regenerator where the
MCM is typically packed spheres [Okamura et al., 2005; Tura
and Rowe, 2009] or a parallel plate regenerator [Zimm et al.,
2007; Bahl et al., 2008]. For a review of different magnetic
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refrigeration devices please see Gschneidner and Pecharsky
[2008].

An AMR cycle proceeds in four steps. First the regener-
ator is magnetized. This raises the temperature of the solid
due to the magnetocaloric effect. The temperature rise is a
function of magnetic field but also of temperature, and thus
of position in the regenerator. At the same time heat is trans-
ferred from the MCM to the heat transfer fluid in a time span,
τ1. The heat transfer fluid is then displaced towards the hot
heat exchanger where the heat is released to the surround-
ings over a time span, τ2. Next, the magnetic field in the
regenerator is removed. This lowers the temperature of the
MCM by the adiabatic temperature change so that the MCM
is now colder than the entrained heat transfer fluid. Thus
heat is transferred from the heat transfer fluid to the MCM,
cooling the heat transfer fluid, through a time span, τ3. Then
the heat transfer fluid is displaced towards the cold heat ex-
changer, where heat can be absorbed from a heat load through
a time span, τ4. A total cycle lasts a time span τ , equal to
τ1 + τ2 + τ3 + τ4. The process then starts over again. Using
this regenerative process a temperature span between the hot
and cold end that is greater than the adiabatic temperature
change can be achieved.

The performance of an AMR device depends on the pro-
cess parameters specific to each AMR system. These are the
shape and packing of the magnetocaloric material, the temper-
ature of the surroundings and the properties of the MCM used,
as well as the properties of the heat transfer fluid, flow system
etc. The only parameter that is common to all AMR systems
is the magnetic field. The magnet might be shaped differently
in different AMR system, but the magnetic field generated by
the magnet has the same effect on all AMR systems, namely
that it drives the magnetocaloric effect that is the heart of the
AMR. Thus the magnetic field sets a fundamental limit on the
temperature span and cooling power that an AMR system can
produce. Therefore it is interesting to investigate the influence
of the magnetic field on the AMR performance.

The performance of an AMR is summed up in the cooling
curve of the AMR. This curve shows the cooling capacity, Q̇,
as a function of temperature span, Tspan, of the device, for a
given set of process parameters. The temperature span is the
difference between the temperature of the hot and the cold end,
Thot and Tcold, respectively. An example of a cooling curve
is shown in Fig. 1. Examination of the figure shows that the
cooling power produced by the AMR is highly dependent on
temperature span. The most often-cited information that can
be learned from a cooling curve are the maximum or no load
temperature span, Tspan,max, and the maximum refrigeration
capacity, Q̇max. At Tspan,max ⇔ Q̇ = 0 W, while at Q̇max ⇔
Tspan = 0 K, where in the latter case all the cooling power
generated by the device is used to move heat from the cold to
the hot end. These two parameters are used to characterize
the efficiency of an AMR throughout this paper. The shape
of the cooling curve in between these two points is of course
also of interest and is also investigated here.
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Figure 1. An example of a cooling curve showing Q̇ as a
function of Tspan. The maximum temperature span, Tspan,max,
and the maximum refrigeration capacity, Q̇max, have been
indicated. The temperature of the hot end of the regenerator
was Thot = 298 K and the Curie temperature of the MCM of
TC = 293.6 K.

The effect of the magnetic field on the performance of
the AMR cycle is controlled by three parameters. The first
of these parameters is the synchronization of the magnetic
field with the AMR cycle, i.e. when in the AMR cycle the
magnetocaloric material is subjected to the magnetic field.
The second parameter is the ramp rate of the magnetic field,
i.e. how quickly does the magnetic field change from its
minimum to its maximum value and vice versa. And finally
the last parameter is the maximum value of the magnetic field.
A spatial variation of the magnetic field across the AMR is
not considered here.

The influence of each of these parameters on the perfor-
mance of the AMR are studied using a numerical model for a
number of different set of AMR process parameters. Ideally
the work presented here should be supported by experimental
data, but conducting AMR experiments with changing mag-
netic fields are notoriously cumbersome, as most magnetic
refrigerators use permanent magnets to generate the magnetic
field, and for these the generated magnetic flux density can
rarely be changed. Experiments would be possible if an elec-
tromagnet or an adjustable permanent magnet assembly was
used, as in the AMR devices by Tura and Rowe [2007]; Bahl
et al. [2008].

2. The numerical model
A one dimensional numerical model capable of modeling
both packed bed and parallel plate regenerators is used to
model the AMR process [Engelbrecht et al., 2006]. This
model is publicly available. For the packed bed regenerator
the model has previously been compared with experimental
data [Engelbrecht, 2008]. For the parallel plate regenerator
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case the model has been compared with a more detailed two
dimensional model [Petersen et al., 2008a], where the latter
has been compared with experimental data [Bahl et al., 2008].
In the numerical model, the temperature span is an input
parameter and the refrigeration capacity is calculated for the
specified process parameters.

The one dimensional model assumes that the fluid and
solid temperature profiles are functions only of the flow di-
rection. The cooling capacity of the AMR is determined
by solving the coupled one-dimensional partial differential
equations in space and time describing the temperature in the
regenerator and in the fluid. Different regenerator parame-
ters such as the position dependent Nusselt number, which
determines the heat transfer between the regenerator and the
fluid, and the friction factor are determined using established
correlations. The model assumes that the edges of both the
fluid and the solid are adiabatic except during the blow peri-
ods where the fluid enters the regenerator with the prescribed
temperature of either the hot or the cold reservoir. The model
starts from an initial temperature distribution and takes time
steps until a cyclical steady state has been achieved. This
state is reached when the dimensionless value of the absolute
change in energy of the regenerator from cycle to cycle is less
than a specified tolerance. The governing equations for the
model are given in Engelbrecht et al. [2006]; Petersen et al.
[2008a].

For the parallel plate regenerator model the comparison
with the two dimensional model lead to the definition of a
“1D correctness” parameter, Γ, which is defined as

Γ =
π2kfluid

h2
fluidρfluidcp,fluid

τ1� 1 (1)

where the subscript “fluid” denotes a property of the heat
transfer fluid, and where k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is
the mass density, cp is the specific heat capacity and hfluid is
the height of the fluid channel. A value much greater than one
for Γ corresponds to an operating condition in which the one
dimensional model produces comparable results to the two
dimensional model.

2.1 The magnetic field profile
To separately study the effects of each of the properties of the
magnetic field, a generic magnetic field profile is used. This
profile is shown in Fig. 2 along with the fluid flow profile.

The generic magnetic field profile can be characterized by
four parameters. The first parameter is the synchronization,
denoted by x0, which indicates the time in fractions of τ

where the magnetic field profile begins to increase, relative
to the AMR fluid flow cycle. The second parameter is the
maximum value of the magnetic field, µ0Hmax, which is in
general varied between 0.5 and 1.5 T, as this is the range
obtainable with permanent magnets [Bjørk et al., 2010b]. The
final two parameters are the top width, wtop, and the total
width, wtotal, of the temporal magnetic field profile, which are
both defined in terms of τ . These also define the ramp rate.
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Figure 2. The generic magnetic field profile (full line) and
the fluid flow cycle (dotted line) of the AMR cycle. The
parameters of the magnetic field profile are indicated, as well
as the AMR cycle time parameters τ1−4.

3. AMR process parameters

The performance of the AMR as a function of magnetic field
is studied for a number of process parameters. These must
be chosen realistically if the results of the numerical model
are to be relevant for magnetic refrigeration test devices. In
all models and for all process parameters, a symmetric, or
balanced, AMR flow cycle is used. The values of the fluid flow
cycle parameters are always τ1 = τ3 = 0.1 and τ2 = τ4 = 0.4 in
fractions of the total cycle time, τ . The length of the modeled
regenerator is 50 mm. The heat transfer fluid is water with
constant properties as given in Petersen et al. [2008a]. The
MCM is taken to be gadolinium, modeled using the mean
field model [Morrish, 1965] with a Curie temperature of Tc =
293.6 K and properties as given in Petersen et al. [2008b].
Although the mean field model does not exactly reproduce
experimental data [Dan’kov et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2007],
it is often used as the benchmark model for magnetocaloric
AMR models [Petersen et al., 2008b; Nielsen et al., 2009]
because it produces thermodynamically consistent data with
smooth derivatives and different numerical models can be
more easily compared if the same data set has been used as
input. The temperature of the hot end of the AMR is kept
fixed at Thot = 298 K.

For the parallel plate regenerator three process parameters
must be specified. These are the height of the fluid channel,
hfluid, the height of the plate, hplate, and the mass flow rate,
ṁamp. Here 54 different sets of parameters are considered.
These are listed in Table 1, and have been chosen so that they
span realistic values of the different parameters and yet pro-
duce similar results to the two dimensional model mentioned
previously. The mass flow rate has been chosen so that it is
7.27∗10−3 kg s−1 for a 1 mm plate at τ = 6 s [Petersen et al.,
2008a]. With the chosen values for the height of the plate and
fluid channel the porosity is 50%, 66% and 75% respectively.

For the cycle time of τ = 0.5 s the result of the one dimen-
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Table 1. Parallel plates regenerator parameters. As the parameters are varied individually, the table should not be read as rows
but rather as what values the different parameters can assume. In total there are 54 sets of parameters, but 18 sets for τ = 0.5 s
are disregarded as the results would differ from a two dimensional AMR model.

hfluid [m] hplate [m] ṁamp [kg s−1] τ [s]
0.00010 1∗hfluid 0.5∗7.27∗6/τ ∗hplate 0.5
0.00025 2∗hfluid 1∗7.27∗6/τ ∗hplate 6
0.00050 3∗hfluid 2∗7.27∗6/τ ∗hplate

Tspan,max [K]
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Figure 3. The goodness of fit parameter R2 as a function of
Tspan,max for parallel plates and packed bed for a linear fit to
the full cooling curve and the cooling curve from 285 K to
Tspan,max.

sional model might deviate from a more detailed two dimen-
sional model, as per the Γ parameter defined in Eq. (1). If
Γ < 3 the set of process parameters are not considered further.
For the τ = 0.5 s parallel plate case these are the parameter
sets where hfluid > 0.00010 m. Thus a total of 18 sets of pa-
rameters are disregarded for the case of τ = 0.5 s. For the case
of τ = 6 s, the lowest value of Γ occurs for hfluid = 0.00050
m, where Γ = 3.38, thus all sets of parameters are within the
defined requirement for Γ.

A spherical particle packed bed regenerator has also been
considered. Here the process parameters are the height of
the regenerator, h, the particle size, dp, the mass flow rate,
ṁamp, and the porosity. For a randomly packed sphere bed
regenerator used in magnetic refrigeration the latter is gen-
erally near 0.36 [Okamura et al., 2005; Jacobs, 2009; Tura
and Rowe, 2009] and therefore this parameter is fixed. The
height of the regenerator, h, is chosen to be identical to three
of the values from the parallel plate case, resulting in an equal
regenerator volume and equal utilization for these cases. The
utilization is given as Φ = ṁfluidcp,fluidP/msolidcp,solid where
P is the time period for either the hot or cold blow. All nine
different heights from the parallel plate cases cannot be tried
as this would result in too many parameter sets. As the height

of the regenerator is increased the utilization will drop as the
mass of magnetocaloric material is increased but the mass
flow rate is kept constant. The particle size, dp, is varied
within reasonable values [Okamura et al., 2005; Engelbrecht
et al., 2007; Tura and Rowe, 2009]. The value of ṁamp is
calculated to give the same value as the parallel plate cases
with the same regenerator geometry. Finally τ assumes the
values of 0.5 and 6 s. The parameter sets are listed in Table 2.

4. The cooling curve
As previously mentioned the performance of an AMR, for a
given set of process parameters, is summed up in the cooling
curve which shows the cooling capacity, Q̇, as a function of
temperature span, Tspan, of the device. The cooling curve is
often assumed to be linear which would allow for interpolation
to find Tspan,max. This is useful because the model used here
calculates Q̇ for a chosen Tspan. Here we have investigated
the linearity by calculating the R2 parameter of a linear least-
squares fit to the cooling curve for a symmetric magnetic
field profile, i.e. wtop = 0.45, wtotal = 0.55 and x0 = 0, for all
parameters sets, and Tcold = 260 K to 298 K in steps of 1 K
and at µ0Hmax = 0.5 T to 1.5 T in steps of 0.1 T for both the
parallel plates and packed bed regenerator. The parameter
R2 is a goodness-of-fit statistic that measures of how well
the fit approximates the data points, with an R2 value of 1.0
indicating a perfect fit. The parameter is defined as

R2 ≡ 1− ∑i(yi− fi)
2

∑i(yi− ȳ)2 , (2)

where yi are the values of the data set, fi are the interpolated
values and ȳ is the mean of the data.

The shape of a typical cooling curve displays a flattening
around the Curie temperature. Here the temperature of the hot
end, Thot = 298 K, is larger than the Curie temperature of the
MCM, Tc = 293.6 K, and thus this flattening will be present,
as can also be seen in the cooling curve shown in Fig. 1.

The R2 parameter is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of
Tspan,max for two different linear functions. For this figure
Tspan,max has been determined fairly accurately because the
temperature has been varied in steps of 1 K. The functions are
linear fits of the cooling curve from 298 K, i.e. at Q̇max, to
Tspan,max and a linear fit from 285 K to Tspan,max. The first fit
is denoted L(Q̇(298), Q̇(Tspan,max)) and the latter
L(Q̇(285), Q̇(Tspan,max)) in Fig. 3. As can clearly be seen
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Table 2. Packed bed regenerator parameters. Similarly to the parallel plate parameter table, Table 1, the rows in this table are
not to be understood as parameter sets, except for the ṁamp column. Here, e.g., for the case of h = 0.0002 m the value of
ṁamp = 0.0001∗ [0.5 1 2]∗7.27∗6/τ kg s−1 and not any other values. Similarly for h = 0.00075 m the value is
ṁamp = 0.0005∗ [0.5 1 2]∗7.27∗6/τ kg s−1 and not any other values and so on. This ensures that ṁamp is equal for the
parallel plate and packed bed cases with the same regenerator volume. There are a total of 54 parameter sets.

h [m] dp [m] ṁamp [kg s−1] τ [s]
0.00020 0.00010 0.0001∗ [0.5 1 2]∗7.27∗6/τ 0.5
0.00075 0.00025 0.0005∗ [0.5 1 2]∗7.27∗6/τ 6
0.00150 0.00050 0.0010∗ [0.5 1 2]∗7.27∗6/τ

from the figure the cooling curve is not linear from Q̇max
to Tspan,max. However, if only the part after the flattening,
i.e. L(Q̇(285), Q̇(Tspan,max)), is fitted the R2 parameter is in
general higher than 0.998, and thus this part of the cooling
curve is extremely close to being linear for both parallel plate
and packed bed regenerators.

Having shown that the part of the cooling curve away
from Tc can be fitted by a linear function, we wish to examine
if the Tspan,max parameter can be estimated by only calculat-
ing the refrigeration capacity at a few selected temperature
spans. In Fig. 4 four different linear functions have been
used to calculate Tspan,max, i.e. where Q̇ = 0. The first is a
linear function between the two points Q̇(Tcold = 298) and
Q̇(Tcold = 285), denoted L(Q̇(298), Q̇(285)). Using the same
notation the three remaining functions are L(Q̇(285), Q̇(260)),
L(Q̇(285), Q̇(270)) and L(Q̇(285), Q̇(270), Q̇(260)), where
the latter is a two-section linear function, which consists of
a linear function from Q̇(285) to Q̇(270) and second from
Q̇(270) to Q̇(260). Thus for the two-section linear function if
Q̇(270) is negative Tspan,max, is interpolated between Q̇(285)
to Q̇(270) while the Q̇(270) is positive the linear function
Q̇(270) to Q̇(260) is used. A negative value of Q̇ simply
means that the regenerator is not able to cool the heat load
sufficiently. The Tspan,max parameter has been interpolated
based on these linear functions and the deviation from the true
Tspan,max, found by linear interpolation of the data set where
Tcold was varied in steps of 1 K, is shown in Fig. 4. If the
value of Tspan,max is higher than 38 K i.e. so that Q̇(260) is
positive, than the value is disregarded. This is the case for the
remainder of this article.

From the figure it can be seen that all the linear functions
provide an accurate estimate of Tspan,max. However, the two-
section linear function L(Q̇(285), Q̇(270), Q̇(260)) provides
the most precise estimate of Tspan,max, i.e. one that is accurate
to within 1.5% of the true value in the Tspan,max interval be-
tween 285 K and 260 K. In the interval between 298 K and
285 K the estimate of Tspan,max is not very accurate, but as
there are few models that have this small a temperature span
the linear interpolation will still be used. In the remainder
of this work the refrigeration capacity will be calculated at
Tcold = 298, 285, 270 and 260 K, and Tspan,max will be esti-
mated based on these values using linear interpolation, unless
otherwise stated.
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Figure 4. The deviation of the estimated Tspan,max, based on
different linear fits, from the true Tspan,max. From Tcold = 285
K to 270 K the two linear functions L(Q̇(285), Q̇(270)) and
L(Q̇(285), Q̇(270), Q̇(260)) are identical, and thus only
L(Q̇(285), Q̇(270), Q̇(260)) is shown.

5. Synchronization of the magnetic field

It is important to investigate the performance of the AMR cy-
cle as a function of when in the AMR cycle the regenerator is
subjected to the magnetic field. This is termed “synchroniza-
tion” as it describes how synchronized the magnetic field pro-
file is with the AMR fluid flow profile and it is characterized
by the synchronization parameter, x0, as shown previously in
Fig. 2. In this article, a synchronized cycle occurs when the
magnetic field profile begins to ramp up when τ1 begins and
begin to ramp down when τ2 ends. A negative value of x0
means that the magnetic field profile has been moved so that it
begins earlier in the cycle compared to the synchronized case.

The effect of the synchronization on Q̇max and Tspan,max
has been investigated for all parameter sets for both the par-
allel plate and packed bed cases. A value of µ0Hmax = 0.5, 1
and 1.5 T and a magnetic field profile with wtop = 0.45 and
wtotal = 0.55 were used in the synchronization study. The
synchronization parameter, x0, was varied from -0.1 to 0.1 in
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Figure 5. The maximum cooling capacity, Q̇max, as a function of the synchronization parameter, x0, for all parameter sets.
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Figure 6. The no load temperature span, Tspan,max, as a function of the synchronization parameter, x0, for all parameter sets.

steps of 0.01, where 0 is the point at which the magnetic field
profile is synchronized with respect to the AMR cycle for the
values of wtop and wtotal used here.

The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 which show Q̇max
and Tspan,max as a function of the synchronization parameter,
x0, for all process parameters and magnetic fields. As can be
seen from the figures both Q̇max and Tspan,max show a broad
plateau around x0 = 0. The behavior of Q̇max and Tspan,max
appears to be much the same across the different sets of AMR
process parameters and different magnetic fields that were
investigated. The parallel plates show a slightly larger drop

in Tspan,max than the packed bed regenerator does. For all pa-
rameter sets a drop in performance between 20 and 40 % is
seen if the magnetic field is ramped too early. A smaller per-
formance drop is seen if the field is ramped too late. Shifting
the magnetic field to earlier in the cycle can also provide a
minimal increase in performance. Figures 5 and 6 show that
synchronization of the magnetic field and fluid flow is impor-
tant; however, it has a small effect when the synchronization
is within 5% of the cycle time.
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6. Ramp rate of the magnetic field
It is also important to investigate the influence of the ramp
rate, i.e. the speed of the increase from µ0H = 0 T to µ0Hmax,
on the performance of the AMR cycle. The ramp rate can
be controlled by varying the wtop and wtotal parameters as
the ramp rate is given by RampRate = (wtotal−wtop)/2 in
fractions of τ .

In the simulations wtop is kept constant at 0.45 and µ0Hmax =
1 T. The total width, wtotal, was varied from 0.46 to 0.65 in
steps of 0.01, which means that the ramp rate was varied
from 0.005 to 0.1 in fractions of τ . The synchronization
parameter, x0, was chosen such that the magnetic field pro-
file always begins to ramp down at t = τ1 + τ2. In practice
this means that the synchronization parameter was given as
x0 = (0.55−wtotal)/2. It is ensured that the ramp of the mag-
netic field is always sufficiently numerically resolved in time.

The behavior of the AMR system, which was only exam-
ined at the maximum refrigeration capacity, is shown in Fig.
7 which shows Q̇max as a function of wtotal and the ramp rate
for all process parameters. The maximum temperature span
was not found due to the extensive computation time caused
by the high numerical resolution required to resolve the field
profiles with fast ramp rates. It is seen that the decrease in
performance is only a few percent if a slow ramp rate is used.
For a fast ramp rate no gain in performance is seen, but in a
few cases a drop in performance is observed. This drop in
performance can occur because the magnetic field profile with
a slow ramp rate is wider, which can improve performance for
some sets of process parameters. This will be considered in
more detail shortly.

7. Maximum value of the magnetic field
Having determined the effect of synchronization and ramping
of the magnetic field on the performance of the AMR, we now
turn to the study of the effect of the maximum value of the
magnetic field, µ0Hmax.

To study this, the magnetic field profile is chosen such
that wtop = 0.45, wtotal = 0.55 and x0 = 0, i.e. a synchronized
magnetic field profile. The value of µ0Hmax was varied from
0.5 to 1.5 T in steps of 0.1 T. The temperature of the cold
end of the regenerator was varied from 230 to 260 K in steps
of 5 K and from 260 to 298 K in steps of 1 K in order to
find Tspan,max and Q̇max. The larger temperature interval of
the cold end temperature was considered in order to improve
the estimate of Tspan,max produced by the high values of the
magnetic field.

In Figs. 8 and 9 the maximum cooling capacity and tem-
perature span are plotted as functions of µ0Hmax for all pro-
cess parameters. As can be seen from the figures Q̇max scales
almost identically for the different process parameters. In
all cases Q̇max has a stronger dependency on µ0Hmax than
Tspan,max. Thus increasing the magnetic field increases Q̇max
more than Tspan,max, e.g. increasing µ0Hmax from 1 T to 1.5 T
increases Q̇max by ∼ 40% but only Tspan,max by ∼ 25%. The
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Figure 7. The maximum cooling capacity, Q̇max, as a
function of wtotal for the parallel plate and packed bed cases.
The top x-axis show the corresponding ramp rate. The lack of
smoothness of the curves is due to the very small change of
the refrigeration capacity with ramp rate, which is hard to
resolve numerically.

slope of increase for both Tspan,max and Q̇max with respect to
µ0Hmax is below 1 for every parameter set modeled. This is
due to the fact that, for mean field gadolinium, the adiabatic
temperature change at the Curie temperature scales as a power
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Figure 8. The maximum cooling capacity, Q̇max, as a function of µ0Hmax for all parameter sets.
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Figure 9. The no load temperature span, Tspan,max, as a function of µ0Hmax for all parameter sets. Also shown is
Tspan,max ∝ (µ0Hmax)

2/3.

law with an exponent of 2/3, i.e. ∆Tad(Tc)= (µ0H)2/3 [Oester-
reicher and Parker, 1984]. This is comparable with results
from actual magnetocaloric materials [Bjørk et al., 2010a].
This scaling, i.e. ∆Tad(Tc) ∝ (µ0H)2/3, is also shown. As can

be seen Tspan,max scales with an exponent that is slightly less
than 2/3.
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Figure 10. The maximum cooling capacity, Q̇max, as a function of wtotal for the parallel plate and packed bed cases. Both
centered profiles and synced profiles are shown.
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Figure 11. The no load temperature span, Tspan,max, as a function of wtotal for the parallel plate and packed bed cases. Both
centered profiles and synced profiles are shown.

8. Width of the magnetic field

It is also of importance to examine the behavior of the AMR
cycle with respect to the width of the magnetic field profile,
i.e. the fraction of the AMR cycle in which the regenerator
is subjected to the high magnetic field or correspondingly

how long the regenerator is in the low field region. Here
we consider a profile where the ramp time is kept constant
at 5 % of the total cycle time, i.e. (wtotal−wtop)/2 = 0.05.
The wtop parameter is varied from 0.35 to 0.55 in steps of
0.01, with the wtotal parameter given by the ramp time, i.e.
wtotal = wtop +0.1.
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Figure 12. The difference in Qmax between the synced and centered profiles as a function of wtotal for the parallel plate and
packed bed cases.
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Figure 13. The difference in Tspan,max between the synced and centered profiles as a function of wtotal for the parallel plate and
packed bed cases.

We consider two cases: one case where the magnetic field
profile is centered on the flow profile, and one case where x0
is changed so that the magnetic field profile begins to ramp
down at the same time as the flow profile changes from ṁamp
to 0, i.e. at t = τ1+τ2. The first type of profile will be referred
to as the centered profile, whereas the latter will be referred
to as the synced profile.

The fluid flow profile is kept fixed at the values introduced

earlier, i.e. τ1 = τ3 = 0.1 and τ2 = τ3 = 0.4, respectively, in
fractions of the total cycle time, τ . Thus as wtop is changed
the width of the magnetic field profile will change from being
“shorter” to “longer” than the fluid flow profile. This can be
the case in e.g. a rotating AMR where the high field region
can be smaller than the low field region or vice versa.

The modeling results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, which
show Q̇max and Tspan,max as a function of wtotal. As can be seen
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Table 3. The performance of the different tested profiles for a magnetic field profile characterized by the value in the “Change”
column relative to the performance of a profile with the value given by “Reference value” column.

Case Reference Change Performance: parallel Performance: packed
value plate regenerator bed regenerator

Qmax Tspan,max Qmax Tspan,max

Synchronization x0 = 0 x0 = -0.1 60-75% 60-80% 60-75% 70-80%
x0 = 0.1 80-95% 80-95% 85-90% 90-95%

Ramp rate Rate = 0.05 Rate = 0.005 96-100% - 97-100% -
Rate = 0.1 96-98% - 96-98% -

Maximum field µ0Hmax = 1 T µ0Hmax = 0.5 T 50% 60-70% 40-50% 60-70%
µ0Hmax = 1.5 T 140% 125% 130-150% 120-130%

Width (centered) wtotal = 0.55 wtotal = 0.45 90-95% 95-100% 90-95% 95-100%
wtotal = 0.65 90-100% 90-100% 95-100% 95-100%

Width (synced) wtotal = 0.55 wtotal = 0.45 85-95% 90-95% 90-95% 95-100%
wtotal = 0.65 80-90% 85-90% 80-90% 85-90%

from the figures, a more or less identical behavior is seen for
all parameter sets. The optimum wtotal is approximately 0.55,
and both Q̇max and Tspan,max decrease as the value of wtotal
moves further from 0.55. In general a large width is worse
than a short width for the values considered here. The drop in
performance for both Q̇max and Tspan,max for wtotal > 0.55 is
greater for the synced profiles than for the centered profiles.

The difference between the centered and synced profiles
for all parameter sets are shown in Fig. 12 and 13. For both
Q̇max and Tspan,max it is seen that if the magnetic field profile
has a small value of wtotal it is better to sync the profile with
the fluid flow profile, whereas for large values of wtotal the
centered profile has the best performance.

9. Discussion
In Table 3 the impact on performance is given for each of the
magnetic field profile configurations tested.

For the all different magnetic field profiles tried it was
seen that the influence of changing the magnetic field was
more or less the same for the different regenerator geometries
and operating parameters studied. This means that the design
and optimization of the magnet can be done independently of
the regenerator geometry. Thus, the optimum field strength
and magnetized volume will be nearly the same for a packed
sphere regenerator or parallel plate regenerator.

10. Conclusion
The influence of the magnetic field profile on the performance
of an AMR was studied for different sets of process parame-
ters. First, it was shown that when the hot and cold reservoir
temperature are adequately far from the Curie temperature
of the magnetocaloric material, the cooling curve is almost

linear. As the reservoir temperatures near the Curie temper-
ature, the cooling curve flattens. Next, it was shown that a
magnetic field profile that is 10% of the total cycle time out of
sync with the flow profile will lead to a drop in both the maxi-
mum temperature span and the maximum cooling capacity of
20-40% for both parallel plate and packed bed regenerators.
Also the maximum cooling capacity was shown to depend
very weakly on the ramp rate of the magnetic field, whereas
a drop in maximum temperature span and maximum cooling
capacity of 5-20% was seen when the temporal width of the
magnetic field curve was changed by 10%. It was shown that
an increase of the magnetic field from 1 T to 1.5 T increased
the maximum cooling capacity by 40% but the maximum
temperature span by only 25%. The relative change in per-
formance caused by changing the magnetic field was found
to be the same for the different regenerator geometries and
operating conditions tried, which means that the magnet can
be designed and optimized independently of the regenerator
geometry. Finally, a magnetic field width of 0.55 was found
to be optimum.
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